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Abstract
Consider an interconnection network and the following situation: every node needs
to send a di erent message to every other node. This is the total exchange problem,
one of a number of information dissemination problems known as collective communications. Under the assumption that a node can send and receive only one message
at each step (single-port model) it is seen that the minimum time required to solve
the problem is governed by the status (or total distance) of the nodes in the network.
We present here a time-optimal solution for any Cayley network. Rings, hypercubes,
cube-connected cycles, butter ies are some well-known Cayley networks which can
take advantage of our method. The solution is based on a class of algorithms which
we call node-invariant algorithms and which behave uniformly across the network.
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1. Introduction
Collective communications for distributed-memory multiprocessors have recently received
considerable attention, as for example is evident from their inclusion in the Message Passing Interface standard [15] and from their importance in supporting various constructs in
High Performance Fortran [10, 14]. This is easily justi ed by their frequent appearance in
parallel numerical algorithms [11, 4].
Broadcasting, scattering, gathering, multinode broadcasting (gossiping) and total exchange constitute a set of representative information dissemination problems [9] that have
to be eciently solved in order to maximize the performance of message-passing parallel programs. Out of this set, total exchange will be the subject of this paper. In total
exchange, each node in a network has distinct messages to send to all the other nodes.
The problem has often, and quite reasonably, been identi ed with matrix transposition.
It is easy to see why: if the network has n nodes and each node stores a row of an n  n
matrix then in order to transpose the matrix, each node has to distribute the elements of
its row to all the other nodes. Of course the application of total exchange is not limited to
matrix transposition; other data permutations occurring e.g. in FFT algorithms can also
be viewed as total exchange problems. Total exchange is also known as multiscattering or
all-to-all personalized communication .
Algorithms to solve the problem for a number of networks under a variety of models/assumptions have appeared in many recent works, mostly concentrating in hypercubes
and tori (e.g. [18, 12, 3, 19]). Here we are going to follow the so-called single-port model
in a store-and-forward network. Formally, our problem will be the distribution of distinct
messages from every node to every other node subject to the following conditions:
 only adjacent nodes can exchange messages,
 a message requires one time unit (or step) in order to be transferred between two
nodes,
 a node can send at most one message and receive at most one message in each step.
Under this model, time-optimal total exchange algorithms have been given in [4, pp. 81{
83] for hypercubes and in [16] for star graphs. In this paper we are going to show that it is
possible to solve the problem in the minimum time in any Cayley network. Hypercubes and
star graphs belong to the class of Cayley networks, as do complete graphs, rings, cube-
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connected cycles, (wrapped) butter ies and many other interesting and widely studied
networks whose signi cance in well-known [13].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some elementary graphtheoretic and group-theoretic notation. In Section 3 we derive a simple property of Cayley
networks which will be useful for our arguments. In Section 4 we give a lower bound
for the time needed to perform total exchange under the single-port model. In the same
section we give sucient conditions for achieving the lower bound. We then proceed to
formally de ne the class of node-invariant algorithms and prove its optimality for the total
exchange problem in Section 5. A simple node-invariant algorithm is given in Section 6,
along with an example in hypercubes. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results.

2. Graph-theoretic and group-theoretic notions
An (undirected) graph G consists of a set V of nodes (or vertices ) interconnected by a
set E of (undirected) edges . This is the usual model of representing a multiprocessor
interconnection network: each processor corresponds to a node and each communication
link corresponds to an edge. Thus the terms `graph' and `network' will be considered
synonymous here. Nodes connected by an edge in E are adjacent to each other. Nodes
adjacent to v 2 V are neighbors of v.
A path in G from node v to node u is a sequence of nodes

v = v0 ; v1 ; : : : ; v` = u;
such that all vertices are distinct and for all 0  i  `, the edge (vi ; vi+1) 2 E . We say
that the length of a path is ` if it contains ` + 1 vertices. In a connected graph there
exists a path between any two nodes, and this is the class of graphs we consider here. The
distance , dist(v; u), between vertices v and u is the length of a shortest path between v
and u. Finally, the eccentricity of v, e(v), is the distance to a node farthest from v, i.e.

e(v) = max
fdist(v; u)g:
u2V

An automorphism of the graph is a mapping from the vertices to the vertices that
preserves the edges. Formally, an automorphism of G is a permutation  of V such that
?

(v); (u) 2 E if and only if (v; u) 2 E . If for any pair of vertices v, u there exists an
automorphism that maps v to u then the graph is node symmetric .

3. An automorphism property of Cayley graphs
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A group consists of a set G and an associative binary operation `' on G with the
following two properties. There exists an identity element | that is and element  2 G
for which a   =   a = a for all a 2 G | and for each a 2 G there exists an inverse
element, denoted by a?1 | that is an element a?1 2 G for which a  a?1 = a?1  a = .
The inverse of an element is unique. It is known that the set of automorphisms of a graph
G is a group with respect to the composition operation, and we will denote it by (G).
Cayley graphs [5, 1] are based on groups and constitute a large class of node symmetric
networks. Given a set ? = f 1 ; 2; : : : ; d g of generators for a group G , a Cayley graph has
vertices corresponding to the elements of G and edges corresponding to the action of the
generators. That is, if v; u 2 G , the edge (v; u) exists in G i there is a generator 2 ?
such that v  = u. A usual assumption is that the identity element of G does not belong
to ? (in order to avoid edges from a node to itself) and that ? is closed under inverses (so
that the graph is in e ect undirected).
The class includes important networks such as the hypercube , the (wrapped) butter y ,
the cube-connected cycles [2, 17, 8]. Also, connected circulant graphs [6] (which include
the rings) are Cayley networks [5].

3. An automorphism property of Cayley graphs
Let G be a node symmetric network with node set V = fv0 ; v1 ; : : : ; vn?1g, and let (G)
be its automorphism group. Denote by vi (G) the subset of (G) consisting of all automorphisms that map v0 to vi :


vi (G) =  j (v0) = vi ;  2 (G) :
Notice that vi (G) is nonempty since G is node symmetric. From each set vi (G) we
select one automorphism vi and form the set


(G) = vi j vi 2 vi (G); i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1 :
In particular, we select v to be the identity mapping. Let 0 be the composition of
mappings  and 0 . We insist that the selected mappings have the following property: for
every neighbor va of node v0 and for every i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1,
0

vi (va ) = vi va :

(1)
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In simple terms, requirement (1) means that if va is mapped, through vi , to some neighbor
v of vi then v can be written as the composition of vi and va . The implications of (1)
will be seen shortly; but rst we have the following result.
Lemma 1 Every Cayley network has a set (G) of automorphisms that satisfy (1).
Proof. Consider any Cayley graph based on a group G , and the mapping

vi (vx ) = vi  v0?1  vx ;
where v0?1 is the inverse element of v0 in G . This mapping is easily seen to be an automorphism of the graph [1] and clearly maps v0 to vi . We obtain

vi (va ) (vx ) =
=
=
=

vi (va )  v0?1  vx
vi  v0?1  va  v0?1  vx
vi (va  v0?1  vx )
?

vi va (vx ) ;

which satis es (1).
Notice that the set of automorphisms given in the proof of Lemma 1 may not be the
only one which satis es (1). Also, if the network is known, the automorphisms may obtain
a (computationally) simpler form. As an example, consider a ring with n nodes. Node vi is
adjacent to nodes vi1 and vi 1 where  and denote addition and subtraction modulo
n. A set (G) of automorphisms with the desired properties consists of the following
mappings:
vi (vx ) = vix ;
i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1. Clearly,
?



vi (va ) (vx ) = via (vx ) = viax = vi (vax) = vi va (vx ) ;
satisfying (1). Actually, the above mappings work for any (connected) circulant graph.
Lemma 2 Let (G) be a set of automorphisms satisfying (1). If v0 \picks" one of its
neighbors, va , and every node vi , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1, \picks" neighbor vi (va ) then (a)
every node is picked by exactly one other node and (b) if vb is the node that picks v0 then
vi (vb ) is the node that picks vi .

4. Lower bound on total exchange time
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Proof.
(a) For the rst part, all we have to show is that vi (va) 6= vj (va) for i 6= j . That is,

no node is picked by more than one other node. Then, since there are n \picks" in
total, each of the n nodes is picked by exactly one other node. Let us say that there
exists some i and some j 6= i for which vi (va ) = vj (va ) = vk , for some k. Then
vk = vi (va ) , and from (1), vk = vi va . Similarly, vk = vj va . Consequently,
vi va = vj va , or vi = vj , which is absurd.
(b) Let vb be the node that picks v0 , that is v0 = vb (va). Since vi = vi (v0), we obtain

?
vi = vi vb (va ) . From (1), vi = vi (vb ) (va). This means that node vi (vb ) picked
vi .

4. Lower bound on total exchange time
Consider some node v in the network. In the total exchange problem, node v must send
one message to each of the other nodes. If there exist nd nodes in distance d from v, where
d = 1; 2; : : : ; e(v), then the messages sent by v must cross

s(v) =

eX
(v )
d=1

dnd

links in total. For all messages to be exchanged, the total number of link traversals must
be
X
SG = s(v):
v 2V

The quantity s(v) is known as the total distance or the status [7] of node v.
Every time a message is communicated between adjacent nodes one link traversal
occurs. If nodes are allowed to transmit only one message per step, the maximum number
of link traversals in a single step is at most n. Consequently, we can at best subtract n
units from SG in each step, so that a lower bound on total exchange time is
T  SnG :
(2)
Because all nodes in a node symmetric graph have the same status [7], it is seen that for
such networks the lower bound is simply T  s(v), where v is any node.
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Based on the above discussion we immediately have the following sucient conditions
in order for a total exchange scheme to achieve the lower bound of (2):
all nodes are busy all the time, and,
every transmitted messages gets closer to its destination.

(3)
(4)

The conditions guarantee that n units are subtracted from SG at every step, which is the
best we can do. Notice that we must require that transmitted messages are not derouted ,
that is, they always follow minimal paths, getting closer to their destination after each
link traversal.

5. Optimal algorithms
Every node vi in the network maintains a message queue , Qvi , where incoming messages
from neighbors are deposited until they are scheduled for transfer to some other node. If
an incoming message is destined for vi it is assumed that it does not join the message
queue but is rather forwarded to the local processor for consumption. At node vi some
local algorithm Avi operates in order to schedule the message transfers. Whenever there
exist messages in Qvi , Avi is responsible for selecting the message to leave in the next time
unit and the neighbor of vi to which the message will be sent.
De nition 1 A distributed total exchange algorithm A = (Av ; Av ; : : : ; Avn? ) is a collection of local algorithms, algorithm Avi running on node vi , i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1. Algorithm
Avi is written as Avi = (fvi ; wvi ), where, given a message queue Qvi , fvi selects a message
fvi (Qvi ) = m and wvi selects a neighbor wvi (m) of vi .
The idea now is to let every node vi select a message \corresponding" to the message
selected by node v0 and to send it to a neighbor \corresponding" to the neighbor selected
by v0 . This way we expect that the algorithm will behave uniformly across the network.
The implication of such a behavior will be that all nodes have \corresponding" message
queues at each step, hence queues that have the same size. We will then be able to
guarantee that all queues become empty at the same time. This is exactly the time when
total exchange is completed, and condition (3) will have been satis ed.
In order to describe algorithms with a uniform behavior, we need the following notation.
Let mvx (vy ) be the message of node vx (source) meant for node vy (destination). For an
0

1

1

5. Optimal algorithms
?
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automorphism  2 (G), let  mvx (vy ) be the message of node (vx ) destined for node
(vy ), i.e.
?

?

 mvx (vy ) def
= m(vx ) (vy ) :
Finally, let Q be a set of messages. We de ne
n ?

o



(Q) def
=  mvx (vy ) j mvx (vy ) 2 Q :

De nition 2 Let G be a Cayley graph and let (G) be a set of automorphisms that
satisfy (1). A total exchange algorithm A = (Av ; : : : ; Avn? ) where Avi = (fvi ; wvi ),
i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1, will be called node-invariant if for any message queue Q and any
0

1

message m it satis es

?

?





fvi vi (Q) = vi fv (Q)
?

?

wvi vi (m) = vi wv (m) :
0

0

Lemma 3 If Qvi (t) is the queue of node vi at time t, i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1, then any node-

invariant algorithm guarantees that

?



Qvi (t) = vi Qv (t) ;
0

for all t  0.
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. Initially (t = 0) we have that

Qv = fmv (vj ) j j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1g:
0

0

Because automorphisms are bijections vi (vk ) 6= vi (v` ) if k 6= `. Consequently, the set
fvi (vj ) j j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1g contains all nodes of G except node vi (since vi (v0) = vi
?

and j 6= 0). Thus the message set S = fmvi vi (vj ) j j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1g is the same as
? 
the set S 0 = fmvi vk j k = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1; k 6= ig. Notice that S 0 = Qvi (0). If we write
vi as vi (v0), we obtain

S =
=
=
=



?



mvi (v ) vi (vj ) j j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1

?

vi mv (vj ) j j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1


vi mv (vj ) j j = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1

?
vi Qv (0) ;
0

0

0

0
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showing that Qvi (0) = vi Qv (0) .
Next, assume as an induction hypothesis that for some t  0
0

?



Qvi (t) = vi Qv (t) :

(5)

0

?



For time t + 1 we proceed as follows. Let for simplicity ms(vi ) = fvi Qvi (t) and vs(vi ) =
wvi (ms(vi) ). That is, ms(vi ) is the message selected by vi , and vs(vi ) is the neighbor of
vi to which the selected message is sent . From (5) and the de nition of node-invariant
algorithms it is easily seen that

ms(vi ) = vi (ms(v ) );
vs(vi ) = vi (vs(v ) ):

(6)
(7)

0

0

Now notice that vs(v ) is the neighbor v0 \picked" to send the message to. From (7) it
is seen that Lemma 2 applies to show that every node receives exactly one message, and
that, if vr(v ) is the neighbor from which v0 receives a message then
0

0

vr(vi ) = vi (vr(v ) )

(8)

0

is the neighbor from which vi receives its (unique) message. Moreover, if mr(vi ) is the
message received by vi , we obtain

mr(vi ) =
=
=
=

ms(vr vi )
vr vi (ms(v ) )
vi (vr v ) (ms(v ) )
?

vi vr v (ms(v ) ) ;
(

(

)

0

)

0

( 0)

0

( 0)

and since mr(v ) = ms(vr v ) = vr v (ms(v ) ),
0

0

( 0)

( 0)

mr(vi ) = vi (mr(v ) ):

(9)

0

To recapitulate, any node vi selects a message ms(vi ) given by (6), sends it to some
node vs(vi ) given by (7) and receives a message mr(vi ) given by (9) from some node vr(vi )
given by (8). If the destination of mr(v ) is node v0, then from (9) it is seen that the
destination of mr(vi ) is node vi . Conversely, if mr(v ) is not meant for v0 then mr(vi ) is not
meant for vi . In the rst case at node v0 we will have
0

0

Qv (t + 1) = Qv (t) n fms(v ) g;
0

0

0
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since mr(v ) does not join the queue, and in the second case,
0

Qv (t + 1) = Qv (t) [ fmr(v ) g n fms(v ) g;
0

0

0

(10)

0

where `n' is the set-theoretic di erence. In the second case (the rst case is treated
identically), for node vi we have

Qvi (t + 1) = Qvi (t) [ fmr(vi ) g n fms(vi ) g:
Using (5), (6), (9) and (10),
?



Qvi (t + 1) = vi Qv (t) [ fvi (mr(v ) )g n fvi (ms(v ) )g


= vi Qv (t) [ fmr(v ) g n fms(v ) g
?

= vi Qv (t + 1) ;
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

concluding the induction.

Lemma 4 If node v never deroutes a message then the same is true for every other node
vi , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1.
Proof. If at some time t node v selects message mvx (vy ) out of its queue and sends it to
0

0

?



some neighbor vs , then any node vi selects message vi mvx (vy ) and sends it to neighbor
vi (vs) as we have already seen (equations (6){(7)). All we have to show is that if vs is
on a shortest path from v0 to vy (i.e. v0 does not deroute the message) then vi (vs) is on
a shortest path from vi to vi (vy ).
This is easy to do because automorphisms preserve distances [5]. That is, if  is an
?

automorphism of a graph G then dist(v; u) = dist (v); (u) for any two vertices v and
u of G. If v0 does not deroute then dist(v0; vy ) = dist(vs ; vy ) + 1. Then, we must have
?

?

dist vi = vi (v0); vi (vy ) = dist vi (vs); vi (vy ) + 1 and vi (vs) indeed lies on a shortest
path from vi to vi (vy ).

Theorem 1 Any node-invariant algorithm for which function w selects shortest paths is
an optimal total exchange algorithm for Cayley graphs.

0

Proof. From Lemma 3 it is seen that all nodes have the same queue size at any step. Thus
all nodes become idle (all queues are empty, hence total exchange is completed) at the same
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time. From Lemma 4 no message is derouted if w0 selects shortest paths. Consequently,
both conditions (3) and (4) are satis ed and the algorithm solves the problem optimally.
Summarizing, we just showed that there exists a class of algorithms, called nodeinvariant algorithms, which are able to solve the total exchange problem optimally in
any Cayley network. Most reasonable algorithms, such as furthest- rst, closest- rst, etc.
schemes are valid candidates, as long as they do not stay idle when a queue contains
messages and they are replicated \consistently" at all nodes in the network. In the next
section we provide a particularly simple node-invariant algorithm and we give a complete
example in the context of hypercubes.

6. A simple node-invariant algorithm
Assume that we have an algorithm W which takes a message, looks at its destination
and picks a neighbor of v0 which lies on a shortest path from v0 to the destination of
the message. It is always possible to construct such an algorithm W for any network,
e.g. using something like a table look-up procedure. More ecient schemes of course are
possible if the structure of the network is known. For example, in a ring Rn we can have
8
<
W (mvx (vy )) = : v1 if y  n=2
vn?1 otherwise
(nodes v1 and vn?1 are the two neighbors of node v0 ).
Let us treat a message queue as a set of messages that behaves as a FIFO queue. At
node v0 we initially sort destinations in any desired order. For instance,


Qv (0) = mv (v1); mv (v2); : : : ; mv (vn?1) :
0

0

0

0

Suppose that the right end is the head of the FIFO queue and the left end is its tail.
Departing messages will leave from the head of the queue. Arriving messages will join
at the tail of the queue as long as they are not destined for the current node; otherwise
they are immediately forwarded to the local processor. We have to guarantee that initially
?

Qvi (0) is equal to vi Qv (0) , so we let
0



?



?



?



Qvi (0) = mvi vi (v1 ) ; mvi vi (v2) ; : : : ; mvi vi (vn?1) :

6. A simple node-invariant algorithm
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Avi : (i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1)

At t = 0 setn
?
o
?

?

Qvi = mvi vi (v1) ; mvi vi (v2) ; : : : ; mvi vi (vn?1) ;
and let
fvi (Qvi ): select the message at the head of the
queue Qvi ,
 ?

wvi (m): if m = fvi (Qvi ), select neighbor vi W v?i1(m) ,

Figure 1. An optimal total exchange algorithm for Cayley networks. The queues are
FIFO. Messages join at the left end and depart from the right end of the queue.

The local algorithm Avi = (fvi ; wvi ) is de ned as follows:

fvi (Q) : select the message at the head of the queue Q.
?

?





It is trivial to see that fvi vi (Q) = vi fv (Q) : if m is the message at the head of
Q then vi (m) is obviously the message at the head of vi (Q). Since m = fv (Q) and
?

?

?

vi (m) = fvi vi (Q) , it is derived that vi fv (Q) = fvi vi (Q) .
Finally, let ?1 be the inverse mapping of  2 (G). The existence and the uniqueness
of ?1 is guaranteed by the fact the (G) is a group. Given W we de ne
0

0

0

 ?

wvi (m) : for message m select neighbor vi W v?i1(m) .
?



?



We only have to show that wvi vi (m) = vi wv (m) , for any message m. Notice that
v is taken to be the identity mapping so that wv is actually the same as W . Thus we
?

?

have to show that wvi vi (m) = vi W (m) . Indeed, from the description of wvi above,
we have
 ?

?

?

wvi vi (m) = vi W v?i1(vi (m)) = vi W (m) ;
since v?i1vi is the identity.
In summary, the algorithm shown in Fig. 1 is, based on De nition 2, node-invariant.
Therefore, it is an optimal total exchange algorithm for any Cayley network, according to
Theorem 1.
0

0

0

6.1. An example in hypercubes
To illustrate the theory developed in the previous sections we will construct an algorithm
for hypercubes, based on the algorithm in Fig. 1. An optimal algorithm was given in [4,
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Ai : (i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1)

At t = 0 setn
o
Qi = mi (i b 1); mi (i b 2); : : : ; mi (i b (n ? 1)) .
At any step t  0,
 select the message at the head of Qi (say mx (y))
 send it to node i b 2k where k is the leftmost
non-zero bit position of i b y.

Figure 2. An optimal total exchange algorithm for d-dimensional hypercubes. The standard e-cube routing paths are followed at every transmission.

pp. 81{83] but is not in explicit form, and it is based on a rather involved algorithm for the
multiport model (where a node may send messages to all its neighbors simultaneously).
Let  be the exclusive-or (addition modulo 2) operation. If the binary representation
of x is (xd?1; : : : ; x1; x0) then the bitwise exclusive-or operation, b , is de ned as

x b y = (xd?1  yd?1; : : : ; x1  y1; x0  y0):
Dropping `v' from the name of node vi , a hypercube Qd has node set V = f0; 1; : : : ; 2d ? 1g.
A node i has neighbors i b 20 , i b 21, . . . , i b 2d?1 . The following is an automorphism
of the hypercube [13] that maps node 0 to node i:

i(x) = i b x:

(11)

Because of the associativity of exclusive-or, it is seen that
?



i(a) (x) = i b a b x = i a(x) ;
for any node a, so that the set of automorphisms given by (11) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; 2d ? 1
satisfy (1). Because i b i = 0, it is seen that i?1 = i . Finally, it is known that if in the
binary representation of y, yk = 1 for some k then neighbor 2k of node 0 lies on a shortest
?

path from 0 to y, that is W mx (y) = 2k . Usually, k is selected to be the leftmost non-zero
bit position of y in order to comply with the standard e-cube routing. Consequently, the
algorithm of the last section takes the simple form shown in Fig. 2.

7. Discussion
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7. Discussion
We considered the total exchange problem under the single-port model in the setting of
Cayley graphs. It was shown that as long as every node sends a message at every step and
the message is not derouted, the optimal completion time is guaranteed. A particular type
of algorithms, which we named node-invariant algorithms, always satisfy these optimality
conditions and hence constitute optimal solutions to the total exchange problem.
The only requirement for our arguments to work was that the network possesses a set
of isomorphisms that satisfy (1). In any network which has this property (Cayley graphs
do) node invariant algorithms can be de ned and utilized for the total exchange problem.
We would like to see what other networks, apart from Cayley ones, possess property (1).
Is (1) satis ed in any node symmetric network?
As a last note, it is interesting to mention that total exchange can be viewed as a
speci c case of isotropic communication problems, as originally considered by Varvarigos
and Bertsekas [19]. In our setting, a communication problem will be named isotropic if
whenever node v0 has ki  0 messages to send to node vi , node vx has ki messages to send
to vx (vi), for all i; x = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? 1. In e ect, all that is required for a communication
problem to be isotropic is that at time t = 0, Qvi = vi (Qv ). All our arguments and
all our results are immediately applicable to any isotropic communication problem. An
optimal algorithm still has to satisfy conditions (3){(4) and any node-invariant algorithm
does. Consequently, as long as Qvi is appropriately set at time t = 0, the algorithm in
Fig. 1 is an optimal algorithm for any problem of the isotropic type.
0
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